Belief Propagation (BP) and Linear Programming (LP) decodings of Low Density Parity Check (LDPC) codes are discussed. We summarize results of instanton/pseudo-codeword approach developed for analysis of the error-floor domain of the codes. Instantons are special, code and decoding specific, configurations of the channel noise contributing most to the Frame-Error-Rate (FER). Instantons are decoded into pseudocodewords. Instanton/pseudo-codeword with the lowest weight describes the largest Signal-to-Noise-Ratio (SNR) asymptotic of FER, while the whole spectra of the low weight instantons is descriptive of the FER vs SNR profile in the extended error-floor domain. First, we describe a general optimization method that allows to find the instantons for any coding/decoding. Second, we introduce LP-specific pseudo-codeword search algorithm that allows efficient calculations of the pseudo-codeword spectra. Finally, we discuss results of combined BP/LP error-floor exploration experiments for two model codes.
I. INTRODUCTION
Low-Density-Parity-Check (LDPC) codes [1] , [2] are special, not only because they can approach virtually errorfree transmission limit, but mainly because a computationally efficient iterative decoding scheme, the celebrated Belief Propagation (BP) decoding, is readily available. For an idealized code on a tree, the BP algorithm is exactly equivalent to the symbol-MAP decoding, which is reduced to block-MAP (or simply Maximum Likelihood, ML), in the asymptotic limit of infinite SNR. For any realistic code (with loops), the BP algorithm is approximate, and it should actually be considered as an algorithm solving iteratively nonlinear equations, called BP equations. The BP equations describe extrema (e.g. minima are of main interest) of the Bethe free energy [3] . Minimizing the Bethe free energy, that is a nonlinear functional of the probabilities/beliefs, under the set of linear (compatibility and normalization) constraints, is generally a difficult task.
Linear Programming decoding, introduced in [4] , is a close relative of BP which can be viewed as a relaxed version of Maximum Likelihood (ML) decoding. Relation of the LP decoding to the Bethe free energy approach [3] , and thus to BP equations and decoding, was noticed in [4] , and the point was elucidated further in [5] , [6] , [7] , [8] , [9] , [10] . In short, LP may be considered as large SNR asymptotic limit of BP, where the later is interpreted as an extremum of the Bethe free energy functional.
Both BP and LP are computationally efficient but suboptimal, i.e. incapable of matching performance of the Maximum-Likelihood (ML). Performance of an error-correcting scheme
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Department of Mathematics, The University of Arizona 617 N. Santa Rita Ave., Tucson, AZ 85721 stepanov@math.arizona.edu can be measured in terms of the Frame Error Rate (FER) dependence on the Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR). FER decreases as SNR increases. Even though BP and LP decodings are suboptimal with respect to ML at all SNRs, the difference in FER is only order one in the water-fall regime of small SNRs. The situation becomes significantly worse in the errorfloor domain of moderate to large SNRs where FER for BP/LP is parametrically, i.e. orders of magnitude, larger than FER for ML. Length of the error-correction code brings another dimension into the problem. The longer the code the lower is the value of FER where the water-fall-to-error-floor transition happens. On the other hand, standard Monte-Carlo (MC) numerics is incapable to determine BER below 10-9. Therefore, understanding and describing the error-floor by an alternative, and hopefully more insightful, method is in great demand [11] .
One such useful insight came through recent efforts [12] , [13] , [14] , [8] , [10] to understanding error-floor in terms of the most probable of the dangerous configurations of the noise, so-called instantons, contributing most to FER. BP/LP decodes the instantons into the so-called non-codeword pseudo-codewords [15] , [16] , [17] , [11] , [5] . It was recognized that for moderate and large SNRs splitting of the two (FER vs SNR) curves, representing ML decoding and approximate BP/LP decoding, is due to the pseudo-codewords, which are confused by the suboptimal algorithm for actual codewords of the code. Describing BP/LP error-floor translates into finding pseudo-codewords with low effective distance.
We discuss the instanton/pseudo-codeword approach in this presentation. The two main themes reviewed are instantonamoeba [13] , [18] and LP-based Pseudo-Codeword Search (PCS) [8] , [10] algorithms for finding low effective distance instantons/pseudo-codewords.
Instanton-amoeba, introduced in [12] , [13] , is an efficient numerical scheme which finds instanton/pseudo-codeword by means of a simplex (amoeba) optimization. The algorithm is initialized with a random simplex and many sequential attempts are required to built the instanton/pseudo-codeword frequency spectra of the code. The scheme is ab-initio by construction, thus it requires no additional assumptions. It is also generic, in that there are no restrictions related to the type of decoding or channel. The instanton-amoeba method is general but also computational resources consuming.
LP-based Pseudo-Codewords Search (PCS) algorithm, suggested in [8] , [10] , is an efficient alternative to the instanton-amoeba. Formally, one step of the PCS algorithm constitutes sequential repetition of the LP algorithm, where the entry information, log-likelihoods, are updated according to a feedback from the previous iteration in the sequence. Like in the instanton-amoeba case, each step of the algorithm starts from a randomly selected configuration of the noise and ends at a low weight pseudo-codeword. PCS takes advantage of some special features of LP resulted in monotonicity of the procedure. We experimentally observed that effective distance of the result always decreases, or stays the same, after a single PCS circle.
The two methods, instanton-amoeba and LP-based PCS, can also be viewed as complementary ingredients of one package aiming at exploring the error-floor domain. Thus, results of the PCS algorithm can be naturally used as a starting guess for the instanton-amoeba and vice-versa.
The material in the manuscript is organized as follows. Relation between LP and BP decodings is elucidated via the unifying Bethe free energy approach in Section II. We introduce the instanton-amoeba method in Section III. LPbased PCS is discussed in Section IV. Simulation results demonstrating utility of the instanton-amoeba and the PCS methods are described in Section V. Discussion of open problems in Section VI concludes the presentation.
II. BELIEF PROPAGATION AND LINEAR PROGRAMMING DECODINGS
We consider a generic linear code, described by its parity check N x M sparse matrix, H, representing N bits and M checks. The codewords are configurations, a {=oi = 0,1 i = 1,... ,N}, which satisfy all the check constraints: Va = 1, ... , M, ,i H,iori = 0 (mod 2). A codeword sent to the channel is polluted and the task of decoding becomes to restore the most probable pre-image of the output sequence, x = {xi}. Probability for ato be a pre-image of x is BP and LP decodings can be conveniently derived from the so-called Bethe-Free energy approach of [3] which is briefly reviewed below. (See also [19] , [9] , [20] .) In this approach trial probability distributions, called beliefs, are introduced both for bits and checks, bi and ba, respectively. The set of bit-beliefs, bi(uri), satisfy equality and inequality constraints that allow convenient reformulation in terms of a bigger set of beliefs defined on checks, b,(oa,), where, a. = f{oji C a,:i Haj = 0 (mod 2)}, is a local codeword associated with the check a. The equality constraints are of two types, normalization constraints (beliefs, as probabilities, should sum to one) and compatibility constraints
(4)
Additionally, all the beliefs should be non-negative and smaller than or equal to unity. The Bethe Free energy is defined as a difference of the self-energy and the entropy, F = E-S: (6) oe a~~~i vi Optimal configurations of beliefs minimize the Bethe Free energy subject to the equality constraints (4) . Introducing the constraints as the Lagrange multiplier terms to the effective Lagrangian and looking for the extremum with respect to all possible beliefs leads to bo(uo>) exp ( ( ( + h), o)(1 2)) (7) E., exp (Z,ca(hi/qi +%r,-i)(1 2ui))' bi (ai) exp ((rjqi + qi,)(1-2ui)) (8) 2 cosh (rqio + q)(i) where the set of r1 fields (which are Lagrange multipliers for the compatibility constraints) satisfy P(ax), Z-111j1 1), 1) exp ( a iCca -hit7)i (1) where one writes i C a if Hi = 1; Z is the normalization coefficient (so-called partition function); the Kronecker symbol, 6(x, y), is unity if x = y and it is zero otherwise; and h is the vector of log-likelihoods dependent on the output vector y. In the case of the AWGN channel with the SNR ratio, SNR = EC/No = s2, bit transition probability is, exp(-2s2(X, _u,)2), and the log-likelihood becomes, hi = s2(1-2xi). The optimal block-MAP (Maximum Likelihood) decoding maximizes P (a x) over a argmaxP(a x), (2) and symbol-MAP operates similarly, however in terms of the marginal probability at a bit arg max
a\vi BP and LP decodings should be considered as computationally efficient but suboptimal substitutions for MAP. Both Tcoi = hi + E lia, 1ic BDi tj1 Ai :tanh-1 I| tanhrq,j jea (9) These are the BP equations for LDPC codes written in its standard form. These equations are often described in the coding theory literature as stationary point equations for the BP (also called sum product) algorithm and then r1 variables are called messages. The BP algorithm, initialized with rj, = 0, solves Eqs. (9) iterating it sequentially from right to left. The iterative solution is exact on a tree, i.e. a graph without loops. This is the iterative BP algorithm discussed in the paper. Let us also notice, for the sake of completeness, that even though significance of the BP equations for MAP decoding of actual codes (with loops) was established [21] , [19] , [9] , the standard tree-motivated choice of the BP iterations scheduling is by no means obvious. Possible lack of the iterative algorithm convergence (to respective solution of the BP equation) is a particular concern, and some relaxation methods were recently introduced to deal with the problem [22] , [23] . 95 Vt' . Va D t' : bi (ori) = E b, (a,) . E b, (a,) U,\Ui (7,, LP is a close relative of BP which does not have this unpleasant problem with convergence. Originally, LP decoding was introduced as a relaxation of ML decoding [4] . Eq. (2) can be restated as arg min (ZhiJi) (10) where P is the polytope spanned by all the codewords of the code. Looking for ain terms of a linear combination of the codewords, (TV: a-= Yv Avuv, where Av > 0 and Yv Av = 1, one observes that block-MAP turns into a linear optimization problem. LP-decoding algorithm of [4] proposes to relax the polytope, expressing ain terms of a linear combination of local codewords associated with checks, a-a.
We will not give details of this original formulation of LP here, because we prefer an equivalent formulation elucidating connection to BP decoding. One finds that BP decoding, understood as an algorithm searching for a stationary point of the BP equations, turns into LP decoding in the asymptotic limit of large SNR. Indeed in this special limit the entropy terms in the Bethe free energy can be neglected and the problem turns to minimization of a linear functional under a set of linear constraints. The similarity between LP and BP (the later one identified with a minimum of the Bethe Free energy [3] ) was noticed in [4] and it was also discussed in [5] , [6] , [7] , [9] . Stated in terms of beliefs, LP decoding minimizes the self-energy part (5) of the full Bethe Free energy functional under the set of linear equality constraints (4) and also linear inequalities guaranteeing that all the beliefs are non-negative and smaller than or equal to unity. This gives us full definition of the so-called large polytope LP decoding. One can run it as is in terms of bit-and checkbeliefs, however it may also be useful to re-formulate the LP procedure solely in terms of the bit beliefs. The small polytope formulation of LP is due to [26] and [4] . Indeed, self-energy is stated only in terms of bit beliefs, and moreover one rewrites it just in terms of fi = bi(l), excluding bi(0) = 1-fi from the consideration.
Furthermore, one can also exclude check beliefs, replacing them by a set of inequality constraints imposed on fi. The later remain the only set of variables stayed in the small polytope formulation, Va, VT C JV"(a) = {i; i C a}, T is odd: by, FER -Vfnst X P (Xinst 10), inst (12) where xM115t are the special instanton configurations of the output maximizing P(x 0) under the Xerror -1 condition, and Vin,t combines combinatorial and phase-volume factors.
See Fig. 1 for illustration. Generally, there are many instantons that are all local maxima of P(x 0) in the noise space.
For the AWGN channel (considered as the main model example) finding the instanton means minimizing d = x 2 with respect to the noise vector x in the N-dimensional space and under the condition that the decoding terminates with an error. Instanton estimation for FER at the highest SNR, s > 1, is exp(-d-nst s2/2), while at moderate values of SNR many terms from the right-hand-side of Eq. (12) can contribute to FER comparably.
In our instanton-amoeba numerical scheme instanton with the smallest effective distance, dinst, was found by a downhill simplex method also called "amoeba", with accurately tailored (for better convergence) annealing. We repeat the instantonamoeba evaluation many times, always starting from a new set for initial simplex chosen randomly. d, as a function of noise configuration inside the area of unsuccessful decoding, has multiple minima each corresponding to an instanton. Multiple attempts of the instanton-amoeba evaluations gives us not only the instanton with the minimal dinst but also the whole spectra of higher valued dinst.
Instanton is a highly probable configuration of the noise leading to an error. Decoding applied to the instanton configuration results in the so-called pseudo-codeword [15] , [16] , [17] , [11] , [5] . Effective distance, dinst, characterizing an instanton and its respective pseudo-codeword, should be com- ( 1 1) III. INSTANTON-AMOEBA AS A GENERAL METHOD OF THE NOISE SPACE EXPLORATION [13] , [18] Goal of decoding is to infer the original message from the received output, x. Assuming that coding and decoding are fixed and aiming to characterize performance of the scheme, one studies Frame-Error-Rate (FER) FER = f dx Xerror(X)P(X 0), where Xerror = 1 if an error is detected and Xerror = 0 otherwise. In symmetric channel FER is invariant with respect to the original codeword, thus all-0 codeword can be assumed for the input. When SNR is large FER, as an integral over output configurations, is approximated Error Surface (ES) _ (decoding specific) Fig. 1 . Illustration for the instanton method. The noise space is divided into areas of successful and erroneous decoding by error surface. The point at the error surface closest (in the appropriate metrics) to the point of zero noise is the most probable configuration of the noise causing the decoding error. Contribution from the special configuration of the noise, the instanton, and its close vicinity estimates the noise integral for FER. versa) required for changing from the all zero codeword to another codeword of the code. Instanton/pseudo-codeword with d < dmL will completely screen contribution of the respective codeword into FER at the largest SNRs. We will see below in Section V) that this situation is actually realized for one of the codes discussed.
We develop two different versions of "amoeba", "soft" and "hard". In "soft amoeba" the minimization function decreases with noise probability density in erroneous area of the noise, while in area of successful decoding the function is made artificially big (to guarantee that the actual minimum is achieved inside the erroneous domain). In the "hard amoeba" case minimization is performed only over all orientations of the noise vector, while the length of the vector corresponds exactly to respective point at the error surface, that is the surface separating domains of errors from the domain of correct decoding. (See Fig. 1 for illustration.) This special point at the error surface is found numerically by bisection method. In [13] , [14] the "hard amoeba" was used. In [18] we found that even though the "hard amoeba" outperforms the "soft amoeba" for relatively short codes, the later one has clear advantage in the computational efficiency for mid-size and long codes.
Once an instanton is found, its validity can be verified against a theoretical evaluation. This theoretical approach, introduced in [13] , [14] , is based on the notion of the computational tree (CT) of Wiberg [16] built by unwrapping the Tanner graph of a given code into a tree from a bit for which one determines the probability of error. The concept of CT is useful because the result of iterative decodings at a bit of an LDPC code and at the tree center of the respective CT are equal by construction [16] . The initial messages at any bit of the tree are log-likelihoods and, therefore, the result obtained in the tree center is a linear combination of the log-likelihoods with integer coefficients, so the error surface condition becomes Ei nihi = 0 with integer ni that depend on CT structure. For AWGN channel the instanton length is equal to din,t =(i ni)2/(Zi n2) [16] . The definition of ni was generalized in [13] . This CT approach was further developed in [14] , discussing an example of non-Gaussian (Laplacian) channel and, thus, explicitly demonstrating that the instantons are channel dependent. In spite of its clear utility the CT approach becomes impractical for larger number of iterations. Thus, we actually use the CT approach only to verify validity of the instanton-amoeba results for relatively small number of iterations.
IV. ACCELERATED PSEUDO-CODEWORD SEARCH FOR LP DECODING [8]
Suppose a pseudo codeword, a {,= bi(1); 1, ... . N}, corresponding to the most damaging configuration of the noise (instanton) counted from the all zero codeword, X1inst1 is found. Then finding the instanton configuration itself (i.e. respective configuration of the noise) is not a problem, one only needs to maximize the transition probability with respect to the noise field, x, taken at a = 0 under the condition that the self-energy calculated for the pseudo-codeword in the given noise field x is zero (i.e. equal to the value of the self energy for the zero code word). The resulting expression for the optimal configuration of the noise (instanton) in the case of the AWGN channel is X1inst =(a (J)/(2 Ei (2), and the respective effective distance is dLP = (Z' )2/ i oI This definition of the effective distance was first described in [17] , with the first applications of this formula to LP decoding discussed in [5] and [7] . Note also that the expressions are reminiscent of the formulas derived by Wiberg and co-authors in [15] and [16] , in the context of the computational tree analysis applied to iterative decoding with a finite number of iterations.
Let us now introduce the pseudo-codeword-search algorithm [8] inspired by the aforementioned median procedure. * Start: Initiate a starting configuration of the noise, x(°).
Noise is counted from zero codeword and it should be sufficiently large to guarantee convergence of LP to a pseudo-codeword different from the zero codeword. . Output configuration y(k-) is the configuration of the noise that belongs to the error-surface surrounding the zero codeword. (The error-surface separates the domain of correct LP decisions from the domain of incorrect LP decisions.) Moreover, locally, i.e. for the given part of the error-surface equidistant from the zero codeword and the pseudo codeword 0(k-), y(k-) is the nearest point of the error-surface to the zero codeword. We repeat the algorithm many times picking the initial noise configuration randomly, however guaranteeing that it would be sufficiently far from the zero codeword so that the result of the LP decoding (first step of the algorithm) is a pseudocodeword distinct from the zero codeword. We showed in [8] that the PCS algorithm converges in a relatively small number of iterations.
For the sake of completeness, let us also notice that there are some LP-specific limitations which are carried over to the bare PCS algorithm. Thus, LP decoding operates with the local codewords while their number grows exponentially with check degrees, q. However, this undesirable complexity of LP can actually be dealt with. It was noticed in [4] that only relatively few of the LP constraints are actually used in decoding. Some suggestions were introduced to overcome the problem [4] , [24] , [25] , [10] . Even though any of the complexity reduction method can probably be used to improve performance of PCS, our only tests so far were based on the dendro-LDPC method of [10] . The dendro-LDPC approach suggests to change the graphical representation of the model by replacing all checks of high degree by dendro-subgraphs (trees) with appropriate number of auxiliary checks of degree three and number of punctured, i.e. not transmitted, bits of degree two. We showed in [10] that the dendro-code and the original code have identical set of codewords and pseudocodewords. Moreover, for any configuration of the channel output the results of MAP decodings are identical for the two codes. Another result, reported in [10] , is that the described above PCS algorithm works flawlessly for the dendro-codes. The dendro version of the algorithm is actually identical to the one described above under exception of what concerns the punctured nodes. First, one should always zero the loglikelihoods at all the punctured nodes and, second, calculating the weighted medians one should exclude punctured nodes from the sum.
Our direct attempts to extend the PCS algorithm to BP decoding did not succeed. In this regards, we attribute success of the PCS in the LP case to the fact that the weighted median (+0) of the zero codeword and a pseudo codeword is not decoded into the zero codeword, generating a new pseudocodeword with effective distance smaller or equal to (but never larger than!) the one of the initial pseudo-codeword. This special feature of LP which allows to find a median of the pseudo-codeword and the codeword is apparently lacking in the standard iterative BP. In spite of that we still found an indirect way of using the PCS LP results for analysis of the BP decoding. One simply uses result of the LP-PCS as entry guess for the BP instanton-amoeba search. The hybrid method works well, often resulting in discovery of BP instantons/pseudocodewords with small effective distance.
V. PSEUDO-CODEWORD SPECTRA AND FER vs SNR PERFORMANCE CURVE
In this Section, aimed to illustrate utility of the instantonamoeba and PCS methods described above, we analyze two codes, the Tanner [155, 64, 20] code introduced in [27] , and the p = 7 Margulis code [672, 336, 16] introduced in [28] and also Figure B , on the bottom, shows pseudo-codeword spectra found for iterative BP and LP decodings by the instanton-amoeba and the PCS methods respectively. Solid, dotted and dashed curve show results for the LP and BP decodings with four and eight iterations respectively. discussed in [29] . The two codes are selected for demonstration, in part, because they show qualitatively different behavior in the error-floor domain. The results discussed in this Section were partially presented before in [18] and [8] for BP and LP decodings respectively. We perform numerical simulations of three distinct and complementary types. First of all we study FER vs SNR curve for iterative BP decoding (with fixed number of iterations) and LP decoding by direct Monte-Carlo simulations. These MC results, shown in Fig. 3A Figure B , on the bottom, shows pseudo-codeword spectra, i.e. probability to observe pseudo-codeword of a given or smaller effective distance, found for iterative BP and LP decodings by the instanton-amoeba and the PCS methods respectively. Solid, dotted and dashed curve show results for the LP and BP decodings with four and eight iterations respectively. experiment is contained in a list of observed low-weight pseudo-codeword configurations, that is compactly presented in the form of the effective-distance spectra of the codes, shown in Fig. 3B 64, 20] code, the pseudo-codeword spectra of BP are qualitatively similar to the respective one of LP.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
We conclude with some general remarks highlighting directions for future research.
One important result of this work is that analyzing LP and BP algorithms simultaneously is helpful. The two algorithms are asymptotically equivalent at large SNR. Currently, BP is thought of as an algorithm of a greater practical value, however as this work suggests, LP is easier for analysis. Therefore, developing a more flexible, coding specific, and hopefully distributed, LP decoding may be one fruitful research direction. This future research should benefit from recently developed approaches towards reducing LP-complexity [24] , [25] , [10] and improving performance of LP decoding [30] , [9] . On the BP side of the problem, one would, first of all, like to develop more efficient ways of the error-floor analysis. One conjecture here is that BP, understood as a fixed point of BP equations, may actually be suitable for the accelerated PCSstyle analysis of the instanton spectra. In this regards, relaxing iterative BP, e.g. through the method proposed in [18] , may constitute possible resolution to the PCS failure in the case of iterative BP caused by its irregular, cyclic dynamics.
It was shown recently [11] , [31] , [32] that codes within expurgated (properly designed) ensembles show very good convergence (practically identical FER vs SNR dependence) in the water-fall domain. However the behavior is qualitatively different in the error-floor domain where a widely spread distribution (over codes within an ensemble) is observed. This observation emphasizes importance of an individual code analysis in the error-floor domain discussed in this presentation. We anticipate that the ensemble averaged approaches, e.g. of the type discussed in [31] , [32] , and the individual code instanton approach employed together could actually be very useful in designing new efficient and application specific coding schemes.
Let us conclude by noticing that instanton analysis of the BP/LP decoding can be easily extended to variety of practically important correlated channels, e.g. inter-symbolinterference channel. The approach can also be tuned to other problems in communications, storage, operational research and network science, wherever it is necessary to analyze algorithms of statistical inference in an extreme, low probability domain unaccessible to standard Monte-Carlo methods.
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